5th Dec 2019

PayDock Announces Partnership with Bleckwen
Minimising Credit Card Fraud in Real-time with Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning
London, UK: PayDock has announced a partnership with Bleckwen, an award winning Behavioural Analytics
Software Company. With their proprietary artificial intelligence and real-time machine learning analysis service,
Bleckwen will enhance fraud detection and prevention capabilities to all merchants on the PayDock framework.
This will be done without disruption to existing gateway or service provider relationships inline with PayDock’s
plug-and-play philsophy.

“

There are two goals in payments, to keep the bad guys out and let the good
guys in. Reducing fraud is the first step, however this must be done in a way
that doesn’t block legitimate purchasers. False positives can be as detrimental
to a bottom line as genuine fraud. Bleckwen solves this with a lightning-fast,
ground breaking fraud analysis. PayDock brings it to the market seamlessly”

Rob Lincolne Founder and CEO at PayDock

“

We’re excited to partner with PayDock as this allows us to combine our expertise and technology to out-smart the bad guys and better protect consumers. Our purpose is to Create a Safer Societe and our relationship with
PayDock delivers a cost effective, fast, frictionless and more secure service
for merchants.”
David McLaren, VP Sales EMEA at Bleckwen

The benefits of the new partnership include:
Instant fraud protection for over 24 different payment services on PayDock
No need for merchants to switch gateways, simply plug-and-go
Real-time fraud reporting and management on the PayDock Merchant Dashboard
Lower assessment costs than alternative solutions in market
Low cost of adoption due to non-disruptive connection through PayDock
Enhances all gateways and payment service providers overnight

Bleckwen is an award-winning Behavioural Analytics software company, dedicated to help Banks and Financial Institutions to defeat fraud and make a safer world. We take state-of-the-art technologies, applied research, quality
engineering and passion to deliver great solutions for our clients.
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PayDock is a next-generation payment infrastructure enabling merchants to rapidly consume and manage payment
services without frustration. An “Amazon for payments” the merchant platform enables sophisticated orchestration
and reporting as part of our overall future-proofing proposition to market.
Learn more at https://paydock.com
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